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VERSE
I thought I lost myself
It was always easy to run
And running made it easy to hide
From the truth i’d never tell
All the tears and the sorrow
The fears of tomorrow
The lies that i had placed upon my shelf

Then i heard the voice of the future on the 
wind
And i knew i could be brave
If i made the choice to live proudly in my skin
For the lives that i might save

CHORUS
Hear our song
‘Cause this is the moment of our lives
Where together we unite and claim our 
freedom
Just by standing in the light
This is our song, this is our glory
And it’s time we write the story
Where together we are strong
Together we belong, hear our song

VERSE
I thought I lost my hope
Life had made it easy to hurt
And hurting made it easy to lie
So I found a way to cope
I’d just keep on pretending
But the pain wasn’t ending
And I knew I couldn’t make it on my own

Then I heard the voice of the future on the 
wind
Telling me to carry on
So I made the choice to live proudly in my 
skin
So that others could be strong



CHORUS
Hear our song
‘Cause this is the moment of our lives
Where together we unite and claim our 
freedom
Just by standing in the light
This is our song, this is our glory
And it’s time we write the story
Where together we are strong
Together we belong
Hear our song

BRIDGE
Then I heard the voice of the future on the 
wind
With a challenge to be wise

So I made the choice to live proudly in my 
skin
So together we could rise

CHORUS (2x)
Hear our song
‘Cause this is the moment of our lives
Where together we unite and claim our 
freedom
Just by standing in the light
This is our song, this is our glory
And it’s time we write the story
Where together we are strong
Together we belong
Hear our song

OUTRO
My country ’tis of thee
Sweet land of liberty

This is the moment we arrive
This is the day we will survive
This is the time we learn to hold each other 
tight
This is the moment we take flight
This is the day we find our sight
This is the time we learn that we will rise
We will rise


